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Pond Playhouse - Space Allocation 
Theatre Arts Guild October 1, 2018 

This space allocation document does not supersede fire and safety regulations. Fire and Safety 
regulations take precedent at all times and must be followed. 

Preamble – The Pond Playhouse has a designated space for all its active departments and 
functions. Each space is finite and should it become insufficient alternate action must be taken. 
For example, in the North Gallery shelves have been provided for paint inventory. When the 
number of paint cans exceeds the space allocated, culling is the only option to prevent 
overflowing. There are no un-designated spaces where overflow items may be stored. As 
another example the backstage area is also finite. Set pieces or other paraphilia that do not fit 
in this area, or cannot pass through the stage entrances, are not permitted. Individual 
productions cannot commandeer fire exits, audience areas etc. to work around perceived 
problems. Solutions that fit within the designated areas are the only option. 

Specific Areas: 

1. Backstage floor level is at the disposal of individual productions to meet their needs. 
Props, set pieces, quick change areas etc. can be implemented by each production as 
need arises and completely struck at the end of each run. Lighting ladders remain in this 
area but any other general storage is not permitted. 

2. Backstage Mezzanine (Overhead Storage) is reserved for items that TAG management 
deem advisable to keep. Individual productions cannot use this area. 

3. North Gallery (Workshop) contains tools, equipment and supplies necessary for set 
building, set piece construction, painting and building maintenance. No general storage 
of other items is allowed in this area. During production runs a clear minimum 4' wide 
path to the L and R stage entrance doors must be maintained. 

4. North and South Dressing Rooms and adjoining washroom contain exclusively items 
related to current productions and basic TAG owned makeup, hair etc. items. Individual 
productions must strike all items/materials upon closing. No general storage is allowed 
in this area.  

5. Washer/Dryer area is shared with a fire exit path that must be kept perfectly clear at all 
times.  

6. East Gallery (Costumes/Props) must have a minimum continuous 4' wide path end to 
end connecting the Kitchen Passageway with the backstage. Outside of the continuous 
path props and costumes have the exclusive use of the area north of the light switch 
entering from the Kitchen Passageway. Cast/crew outerwear and outdoor maintenance 
items have the exclusive use of the area south of the same light switch.  No general 
storage is allowed in this area  
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7. Kitchen is for related food and drink purposes including the storage of refundable items. 
Cast and Crews using the kitchen for personal or production purposes are responsible 
for cleanliness and order. At show closures all food, drinks, wet props recyclable 
materials, containers etc. must be removed and the counter tops, cupboards and fridge 
left in a pristine state.  No general storage is allowed in this area. 

8. Kitchen Passageway is for bar and washroom related storage and must maintain a 3' 
clear path at all times. No general storage is allowed in this area. 

9. Lobby can only contain relevant furniture and accessories. No general storage is allowed 
in this area. 

10. Janitor’s Closet is for cleaning materials only. No general storage is allowed in this area. 

11. Gratwick Rehearsal Hall holds fold-up meeting tables, a supply of folding chairs and 
items relevant to individual production's rehearsals. The large storage cabinet holds TAG 
musical property and the smaller cabinets may be used by productions. Productions 
must strike all items when a move to the stage is accomplished. No general storage is 
allowed in this area. It is important to remember Gratwick Hall was designed to tape out 
any set design that fits on the stage plus a small access area completely around the 
taped area. Any general storage of any kind will infringe on this capability and negatively 
affect the designed rehearsal capability.  

12. Electrical Entrance Closet located in Gratwick Hall is off limits to all personnel and not 
available for storage of any kind.  

13. Technical Booth this area is designated for the operation of technical equipment 
(lighting and sound) and is the location of the stage manager's (SM) during a show. This 
area is restricted to the Technical Director, as well as each show’s Director, Stage 
Manager, Light/Sound Designers, and Light/Sound Operators. It contains electrical 
equipment, tools and technical items. No general storage is allowed in this area. 

14. Technical Room (former props room) contains electrical equipment, tools and technical 
items under test or repair; no general storage is allowed in this area. 

15. House Left and Right Technical Under Seat Storage Closets are off limits to all 
personnel. Only technical volunteers are permitted and any unauthorised items found in 
these locations will be immediately disposed. 

16. The Office is off limits to all volunteers other than Board Members, FOH Managers. 
Stage Managers and Producers. There is no volume photocopying capability in the 
office.  No general storage is allowed in this area. 
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1st Floor 
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2nd Floor 

 


